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Abstract. In this article, we evaluate political culture among Romanians living abroad. Romanians are
the most mobile nationality group among EU-28 countries, and the number of Romanian citizens voting
abroad has been increasing over the last several elections, playing a significant role in deciding the win�
ners of the last two presidential elections. By drawing from survey data collected through a Voting Advice
Application (VAA) instrument shortly before the 2012 Romanian legislative elections, we found support for
those approaches that see generalized trust as being not easily changeable by socialization experiences.
At the same time, our analyses show that migrants have more favourable attitudes towards minority outgroups. Migrants are also found to assess more positively the activity and prerogatives of international
organizations (EU, IMF).
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The current refugee crisis and the surrounding disputes at the level of public reactions
revealed the need to reconsider the extent to
which East Central European countries have
liberal political cultures. “Why has liberalism,
once a rallying cry for pro-European leaders
from Warsaw to Sofia and a condition built
into the EU’s demanding pre-accession acquis, suddenly gone missing when it is needed
most?” ask James Dawson and Seán Hanley
(2015). Their assertion is that liberalism of
East Central European political mainstream
has been an “ersatz product”, since it has always failed to stand up for ideals of an inclusive plural society – unless directly mandated
by EU conditionalities.
These assessments add details to a broader
picture provided by Larry Diamond on how
democracy has evolved over the last decades
in the world. He observes that, after more than
30 years of expansion, democracy has entered
in a global recession for most of the last decade, and “there is a growing danger that
the recession could deepen and tip over into
something much worse”, as a result of both

an accelerating rate of democratic breakdown,
and of a decline of the quality of democracy
in a number of large and strategically important emerging-market countries (Diamond
2015:144).
Sharun Mukand and Dani Rodrik suggest that the differential fortunes of liberal
democracy in Western Europe and the developing world, including ex-communist countries, are related to the nature of dominant
cleavages at the time of the social mobilisation that ushered in democracy. In their view,
in the West, the transition to democracy occurred as a consequence of industrialisation
at a time when the major division in society
was the one between capitalists and workers,
whereas transition in most developing nations had identity cleavages as the main fault
line, a context that has proved particularly
inimical to liberal democracy (Mukand and
Rodrik 2015).
A consequence of their finding is that democratic transitions in East Central European
countries are expected to stay problematic
in the absence of powerful external stimuli.

